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Abstract

We present our work to develop digital objects to represent and convey a specific category

of  scientific  knowledge:  computable  biomedical  knowledge  (CBK).  Properly  developed,

validated, implemented and stewarded, CBK has the potential to accelerate the translation

of actionable knowledge from scientific discovery to clinical application.

Our research takes an infrastructural approach to CBK, initially by focusing on the creation

of a conceptual model for packaging computable biomedical knowledge - the Knowledge

Object (KO) - and on corresponding efforts to create an architecture for KO management

and implementation. Additionally, our work is grounded in the FAIR principles, such that KO

artefacts should be findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable and we are exploring

aligning KOs with emerging best practices for FAIR Digital Objects (FDO).
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The outcomes of  this  work  resonate  in  clinical  contexts,  health  professions education,

healthcare  quality  improvement,  biomedical  and  translational  research  and  population

care.  Our  KO model  is  also  of  interest  to  researchers  and  practitioners  interested  in

knowledge science, including those working with semantic technologies and other forms of

digital objects.
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Introduction

We present our work to develop digital objects to represent and convey a specific category

of scientific knowledge: computable biomedical knowledge (CBK). Computable biomedical

knowledge (CBK) is defined as: “the result of an analytic and/or deliberative process about

human health or affecting human health, that is explicit and, therefore, can be represented

and  reasoned  upon  using  logic,  formal  standards  and  mathematical  approaches”

(Mobilizing Computable Biomedical Knowledge 2018). Other  attributes  of  CBK  include:

validation and acceptance by a community; implementability, for example, in the form of an

intervention (Friedman and Flynn 2019) and dynamism (Adler‐Milstein et al. 2019). CBK is

used in  a  variety  of  contexts,  including clinical  care,  population health  and biomedical

research (Adler‐Milstein et al. 2019) and consists of diverse types, including algorithms,

clinical calculators, practice guidelines, message tailoring models, order sets and predictive

models (Flynn et al. 2016).

Traditional  methods  of  publishing  and  sharing  biomedical  knowledge  –  for  example,

scholarly scientific papers published in medical journals or knowledge contained in core

medical  texts  –  can neither  keep pace with  the accelerating speed of  new knowledge

generation (Guise et al.  2018) nor readily facilitate stewardship of dynamic knowledge.

Additionally,  knowledge in  human-readable  formats  requires individual  access,  analysis

and  interpretation,  leading  to  idiosyncratic  application.  In  contrast,  machine-actionable

representations  of  computable  biomedical  knowledge  enable  rapid  integration,  mass

application and management of knowledge at scale (Friedman and Flynn 2019).

When properly developed, validated, implemented and stewarded, CBK has the potential

to  close  the  gap  between  scientific  discovery  of  actionable  knowledge  and  its  clinical

application,  a  gap  often  measured  in  years  (Balas  and  Boren  2000).  CBK is  also  an

essential element of a learning health system (LHS), which learns from a cycle of practice

to data > data to knowledge > knowledge to practice (Friedman and Flynn 2019) (where

data = patient or performance data, knowledge = clinical or biomedical knowledge and

practice = clinical practice). This paper presents our work to develop and demonstrate a

conceptual model for packaging computable biomedical knowledge, as well as initial efforts

to create an architecture for package management and implementation.
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Related work

This work is directly related to previous and current efforts to model knowledge in machine-

accessible and machine-actionable formats, including digital objects, research objects and

semantic publications. With respect to epistemology, in contrast to other classes of data or

information, this work emphasises the modelling, symbolic representation and packaging of

scientific  knowledge.  This  knowledge  has  the  character  of  being  “accounted  semantic

information” (Floridi 2010), which is akin to saying it  is evidence-based information that

communities find meaningful.

Digital objects

Kahn and Wilensky pioneered the concept of a digital object, defining it as “an instance of

an abstract data type that has two components, data and metadata”, in addition to a unique

identifier or handle (Kahn and Wilensky 1995). This digital object model was foundational

to work to build digital libraries and architectures (Payette and Lagoze 2000, Payette and

Lagoze 2013). The concept of compound digital objects also directly provided information

for our conceptual model for packaging and describing CBK, as described below.

Our  work  is  also  enhanced  by  the  development  and  implementation  of  digital  objects

engineered  for  scientific  applications.  The  Research  Object  (RO)  model,  which

containerises  “essential  information  relating  to  experiments  and  investigations”,  is

particularly relevant as it addresses packaging, publishing and preserving the RO for reuse

(Bechhofer et al. 2013). Recently, the legacy RO concept has been updated and extended

through the development of the RO-Crate, which utilises Linked Data principles to provide

information about both resources and relationships (Soiland-Reyes et al. 2022). Current

work by our lab to extend the metadata for KOs, which for us are digital objects containing

CBK, has responded to these same information needs.

Other related work includes objects to represent experimental or analytic processes. This

includes the development of an RDF-encoded, ontology-based model and templates for

digital objects describing scientific workflows (Belhajjame et al. 2012) and, more recently,

the BioCompute Object (BCO), a standardised JSON representation of a bioinformatics

pipeline with a schema for domains that impact reproducibility, interpretation, reuse and

verification (BioCompute Portal  2022).  Taken as a whole,  efforts  to  represent  scientific

workflows,  processes  and  pipelines  share  with  our  work:  a)  the  encapsulation  and

description  of  activities  or  tasks  in  machine-usable  forms  and  b)  Linked  Data

representations of these objects.

Semantic publications

Our work is also related to the development of semantic publication methods, for example,

nanopublications or micropublications, which disseminate specific elements from scientific

papers  in  machine-readable  and  -usable  formats.  The  initial  nanopublication  model

extracts elements from a scientific paper as a machine-readable combination of statement
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(e.g.  a  finding  or  research  result)  and  attribution  (information  about  a  statement,  for

example,  author,  date,  instrumentation),  expressed  as  RDF  triples  and  resolved  to  a

Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) (Groth et al.  2010), while later work stipulates that a

nanopublication should also contain an assertion, provenance and publication information (

Kuhn et al. 2018).

Scientific Knowledge Objects (SKO) and micropublications aim to represent the contents of

a paper in more useful ways. SKO are a semantic representation of the content of scientific

papers, including metadata, methods, results and discussion, with patterns corresponding

to deductive, inductive and abductive reasoning (Giunchiglia et al. 2010). Micropublications

start from the belief that scientific papers represent arguments rather than facts and that

arguments rely on both supporting evidence for previous work on the problem or in the

domain.  As such,  while  the semantic  model  of  a  micropublication includes claims and

attributions, it also presents a broader range of concepts and relationships, including the

ability to represent relationships like supports/challenges, link to methods and data (Clark

et al. 2014).

Our  work  to  package  and  share  CBK  has  several  points  of  similarity  to  semantic

publications. First, both initiatives recognise that knowledge and information need to be

shared in formats that are accessible and actionable by both humans and machines in

order to be discovered and used at  scale.  Semantic publications focus broadly on the

extraction and dissemination of machine-usable elements from scientific papers, while our

work extracts and makes computer-applicable empirical  evidence from clinical  practice,

studies,  guidelines  etc.  Second,  both  initiatives  recognise  the  importance  of  providing

information about context, provenance and relationships, in addition to the content itself.

FAIR principles

The FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016), which call for data to be machine- Findable,

Accessible,  Interoperable  and  Reusable,  are  also  essential  for  the  development,

management and dissemination of CBK packaged in KOs. While they were developed with

machine-readable data in mind, the FAIR principles have been extended to other research

products, for example, computational workflows (Goble et al. 2020) and research software

(Barker  et  al.  2022).  Similarly,  our  work  is  grounded  in  the  FAIR  principles;  both  the

conceptual model described below and our metadata encourage the FAIRness of CBK.

Additionally,  we  are  exploring  aligning  our  conceptual  model  for  packaging  CBK  with

emerging best practices for FAIR Digital Objects (FDO) (Wittenburg et al. 2019). Here, our

focus is on empirically-derived biomedical knowledge rather than individual or aggregated

patient data. In that regard, it is related, but different to important efforts to standardise or

FAIRify biomedical datasets, for example, recent work utilising ontological models to make

observational patient data FAIR for clinical analysis (Queralt-Rosinach et al. 2022).
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Knowledge Objects (KOs) and the Knowledge Grid

The  Knowledge  Systems  Lab  (https://knowledge-systems.lab.medicine.umich.edu/)  is  a

health informatics research group based in the Department of Learning Health Sciences at

the University of Michigan’s Medical School. Our foundational work is the development of

the Knowledge Object  (KO),  a  packaged artefact  conveying various representations of

modular and extensible computable biomedical knowledge with corresponding metadata.

The KO model is content- and language-agnostic and modular. This modularity increases

interoperability and makes it possible to implement KOs as single units of knowledge or

combine them for more complex operations.

Since 2016, our lab has developed hundreds of KOs (Flynn et al. 2022), as well as the

Knowledge  Grid  (KGrid),  a  coordinated  set  of  CBK  artifact  models  and  prototype

infrastructural  components  for  end-to-end  creation,  management,  deployment  and

widespread application of CBK artefacts.

The following section describes our KO conceptual model, relevant ontologies and KGrid

platform architecture.  KGrid  materials  are  freely  available  under  a  GPLv.3  licence and

include purpose-built collections of KOs (https://kgrid-objects.github.io/), demo projects (htt

ps://demo.kgrid.org/)  and  applications  (https://kgrid.org/guides/download/),  including  the

Activator, Library and command line interface.

KO conceptual model

We understand KOs as having a dual nature: KOs are both resources to be managed and

services  to  be  implemented.  As  a  resource,  KOs  can  be  curated,  stewarded  and

disseminated. As a service, KOs can be implemented in specific contexts and applied to

case  data  automatically  and,  therefore,  at  scale.  Both  aspects  of  this  nature  are

represented in our conceptual model (Fig. 1).

The KO conceptual model includes:

• a payload: a bit sequence encoding machine-actionable biomedical knowledge, for

example,  a  computable  clinical  guideline  or  statistical  prediction  model.  The

knowledge payload takes as input patient data and provides as output the relevant

computed results, for example, risk calculation, treatment recommendation etc.;

• a service description – currently an OpenAPI document - that specifies the inputs

and outputs and the webservice operation required to implement the payload;

• a  deployment  description  that  provides  instructions  for  running  the  specified

payload.

These  elements  are  packaged  in  a  wrapper  containing  administrative,  descriptive  and

technical metadata and the package is assigned a unique persistent identifier.

The Figure below (Fig. 2) presents a simple example of a functional KO as viewed in the

KGrid Library. The payload is a risk score interpreter, which takes as its input a patient’s
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calculated  3-year  risk  score  for  developing  hepatocellular  cancer  and  provides  a

corresponding treatment recommendation. In this case, the executable CBK payload is

formatted  and  concretised  as  a  Javascript  file.  Metadata  for  managing  this  KO  as  a

resource includes title, contributors, keywords and citations to the source knowledge (here,

the paper describing the development and validation of the scoring algorithm). Additional

technical information detailing how to deploy the payload so that it runs and to engage the

running payload as a service is provided in the YAML files for service and deployment

descriptions. The entire KO (ark:/99999/fk4474n87d/v1.0) and its files may be implemented

in a hosted runtime environment or downloaded for other uses. Clicking the Play button

packages the KO and deploys it to a hosted runtime environment or a local server.

Figure 1.  

Conceptual  model  of  a  Knowledge Object  (KO)  containing  a  payload,  machine-actionable

service and deployment specifications, metadata and a unique persistent identifier. We are

exploring aligning our conceptual model with emerging best practices for FAIR Digital Objects.

Derived  from Wittenburg  et  al's  Digital  Objects  as  Drivers  towards  Convergence  in  Data

Infrastructures (Wittenburg et al. 2019).

 

Figure 2.  

(L) Sample KO as viewed from the KGrid Library, from which the KO can be implemented in a

hosted runtime environment or downloaded. (R) Sample output results from deploying the KO.
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KOs containing computable biomedical knowledge are similar in many ways to the digital

objects and semantic publishing models mentioned above. Similarities include a shared

foundational  understanding  that  the  contents  of  a  digital  object  should  be  machine-

accessible,  packaged with  metadata  and uniquely  identified  by  a  resolvable  persistent

resource identifier. However, there are also significant differences. The greatest difference

stems from the tendency of the above-mentioned models to treat the object and its payload

(whether data or knowledge) primarily as a resource, while Knowledge Objects containing

CBK have essential  properties  of  both a  resource and a service.  For  example,  where

micropublications include both the representation and argumentation of statements and are

meant to augment the scholarly publishing ecosystem, KOs are made to make knowledge

machine-actionable, such that it  can be implemented in existing infrastructure or stand-

alone  applications  to  perform  specific  tasks  (Fig.  3).  In  other  words,  the  potential  for

knowledge contained within a KO to be implemented by machines, with limited human

involvement, is an essential component of the conceptual model and a KO must contain,

link to, or describe, in both human- and machine-actionable ways, the methods by which

the knowledge can be applied.

KO ontologies - KORO and KOIO

Representing  KOs with  an  ontology  facilitates  machine  interpretability.  The  Knowledge

Object Reference Ontology (KORO) (https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/KORO) is

a  Basic  Formal  Ontology-based  ontology,  which  extends  the  Information  Architecture

Ontology to formally specify a Knowledge Object. KORO's scope includes what is needed

to  build  compound  knowledge  objects,  implement  them  and  make  them  FAIR.  The

ontology defines both the parts of a KO and the relationship between these parts utilising

110 classes and 19 properties, 78 and 4 of which, respectively, are unique to KORO (Flynn

Figure 3.  

This  figure  illustrates  the  dual  nature  of  Knowledge  Objects:  knowledge-as-resource  and

knowledge-as-service. A KO can be curated and maintained in a repository, pass metadata to

a knowledge graph or deployed into applications. Different to other digital objects, the methods

to deploy the KO to applications via custom or generic runtimes called by microservices are

built into the KO.
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et  al.  2018a).  The  Knowledge  Object  Implementation  Ontology  (KOIO)  is  a  subset  of

concepts taken from the larger KORO. Its purpose is to specify KOs and their constituent

parts using common metadata elements, starting with koio:KnowledgeObject (Knowledge

Grid 2021).

KGrid Library and Activator

KGrid was initially  envisioned as an infrastructural  platform that  not  only specified and

packaged  a  knowledge  object,  but  made  it  findable  and  accessible  and  facilitated  its

application  or  implementation.  The  original  architecture  consisted  of  two  technical

infrastructural  components:  a  Library  (enabling  KO  as  resource)  and  an  Activator  to

faciltate  deployment  of  CBK payloads held in  KOs (enabling KO as service).  The first

prototype library included components for standardised metadata and Archival Resource

Key (ARK) ID assignment and registration and a gateway to allow for resource discovery

and access through APIs (Flynn et al. 2017).

The first Activator was built in Java, using the Spring Framework and enables the provision

of Knowledge-as-a-Service, allowing KOs to be requested and retrieved via an application

programming interface (API) call, serialised in JavaScript Object Notation and deployed via

webservices (Flynn et  al.  2018a).  Using the Activator,  KO artifacts can be called by a

RESTful API and deployed in a variety of environments, including web apps, without the

need for special tooling.

KOs in research and application: past and future work

Early projects demonstrated the ability of KOs containing CBK to activate knowledge as a

service  at  scale.  One  project  addressed  medication  safety,  combining  KOs  to  alert

physicians to atypical electronic prescriptions in an effort to minimise prescribing errors

(Flynn et al. 2018b). Another demonstration project utilised existing knowledge, in the form

of Clinical  Pharmacogenomic Implementation Consortium guidelines, to provide patient-

specific dosing guidelines for 28 drugs, based on genotype-phenotype patterns.

In  addition  to  demonstration  projects,  KGrid’s  conceptual  model  and  technology  has

supported the translation of knowledge into practice. KGrid APIs were used to manage and

deliver  scoring  model  calculations  as  part  of  an  app  that  recommends  precision

chemotherapy treatments for paediatric neuro-oncology patients (Ravi et al. 2022).

We  continue  to  expand  our  understanding  of  the  dual  nature  of  KOs  representing

knowledge-as-resource and knowledge-as-service. The following section describes current

work in four emerging areas of research:

1. Expanding the knowledge-as-service potential for KOs carrying CBK;

2. Developing a typology of CBK through the development of different classes of CBK

KOs;
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3. Exploring  the  modular  nature  of  KOs  and  inherent  challenges  with  respect  to

engineering, knowledgebase management and composition;

4. Expanding CBK metadata, including Linked Data.

Expanding knowledge-as-service

We  have  recently  completed  a  retrospective  analysis  of  the  technology  and  projects

developed during the first five years of the Knowledge Grid platform (2016 - 2021) and

lessons learned. One important finding is that, rather than enabling knowledge-as-service,

reliance on the original Activator may complicate KO implementation in certain situations.

As a result, we have identified a need for technical work to update the original Activator

model,  as  well  as  development  of  a  specification  and  reference  implementation  for

activation  using  different  runtimes.  The  goal  of  this  work  is  to  provide  end-users  and

developers with multiple ways to access and activate KOs, rather than restricting them to

any single implementation or workflow. This work is intended to simplify KO integration into

clinical workflows. The development of the specification and reference implementation will

simplify the method of accessing and deploying KOs through an API call, while providing a

software development kit will allow developers to integrate knowledge objects into existing

workflows and runtime environments.subsection text.

Developing new classes of KOs and a typology of CBK

By engineering and packaging a variety of  CBK as KOs, in accordance with the FAIR

principles, we are developing a typology of CBK, understanding the unique characteristics

of  knowledge  developed  for  different  purposes,  for  example,  risk  prediction,  clinical

decision support, patient classification etc. This typology, together with the work described

above to expand models of activation, will require updates to KORO and KOIO, so that

KOs can be adequately described in a standardised way consistent with interoperability.

One example of current work includes defining a class of KO that facilitates patient cohort

identification  for  clinical  studies  (Conte  et  al.  2022).  Computable  phenotypes  are  a

machine-processable  expression  of  a  pattern  of  observable  characteristics  of  interest,

related to a disease or condition, derived from data in an electronic health record system.

Computable  phenotypes  have  a  variety  of  use-cases  in  clinical  and  population  health

research and patient care, yet there are currently no standardised ways to represent and

share this important knowledge and phenotypes are difficult to repurpose, reproduce or

reuse. To address this need, the goal of our work is to develop computable phenotypes as

executable KOs (Flynn et al. 2018c), including developing multiple implementations of the

core classification knowledge.

Exploring modularity and composition

We are also interested in the modular nature of KOs, which holds exciting potential for

combining different types of CBK for specific purposes. One recent example utilises KOs to

prioritise  preventative  interventions  for  primary  care  providers  and  population  health
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researchers.  In  the  Composite  Model  for  Individualized  Precision  Prevention  (CM-IPP)

project,  42  KO  submodels  were  created,  in  a  nested  hierarchy,  with  each  submodel

representing  one  preventative  medical  service  recommended  by  the  United  States

Preventive Task  Force  (USPTF).  At  the  top  level,  an  executive  submodel  utilises

conditional  logic  to  determine  which  other  submodels  should  be  engaged  and  these

submodels  rank  preventative  service  recommendations,  based  on  the  patient’s  unique

characteristics (Flynn et  al.  2021).  In addition to demonstrating the utility  of  composite

models,  this project  revealed the need for  deeper understanding of  how to modularise

computable knowledge. Further work in this area will focus on both the engineering and

management requirements of KOs and knowledge bases. Additionally, this project extends

our  understanding  of  knowledge-as-resource  as  we  consider  the  requirements  of

knowledge management for submodels and composite models, for example, to account for

versioning and updates to knowledge.

Expanding CBK metadata

Finally, metadata is a primary focus of our research exploring the knowledge-as-resource

nature of  KOs.  Metadata is  an essential  component  of  making computable  biomedical

knowledge FAIR and our work with specific types of CBK includes developing sufficient

metadata, such that the artifacts can be discovered, accessed and implemented. This work

relates to ongoing efforts within the Mobilizing Computable Biomedical Knowledge (MCBK)

community to describe thirteen categories of metadata for computable knowledge Alper et

al. (2021) and to develop a minimal metadata specification for CBK artefacts. Additionally,

recent work has focused on several metadata categories that are specific to KOs, including

formalising relationships between KOs and between KOs and empirical  evidence.  KOs

may  relate  to other  KOs  sequentially  (e.g.  diagnostic  knowledge  preceding  treatment

knowledge), dependently (e.g. stratification depends on measurement) or comparatively

(where multiple models estimate the same factor) and more work is needed to formalise

these relationships. Moreover, metadata about two different kinds of evidence are required:

features and details about how the computable knowledge was generated and evidence of

effects of applying the computable knowledge to simulated or real cases.

We are also exploring the use of semantic technologies, including linked data to extend our

metadata model (Bizer et al. 2008) and implementing KOs in conjunction with knowledge

graphs  (Flynn  et  al.  2022)  Our  linked  metadata  conform to  the  Resource  Description

Format  (RDF),  where  domains  of  interest  are  represented  using  a  pattern  of  subject-

predicate-object  “triples”.  These  RDF  triples  constitute  machine-actionable  metadata

records that can be visualised as directed graphs. Working examples of these metadata

have been successfully loaded into the JSON-LD Playground and an instance of the Blue

Brain  Nexus  knowledge  graph  system.  To  demonstrate  machine-actionability,  we  have

used SPARQL queries to extract and filter elements from these linked metadata records.

Next steps include studies of constructing and managing knowledge bases comprised of

many interacting KOs.
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Conclusions

This  paper  presents  our  work  to  develop  and  demonstrate  a  conceptual  model  for

packaging computable biomedical knowledge aligned with the FAIR principles, as well as

initial efforts to create infrastructural components that can be added to an architecture for

CBK management and implementation. Within healthcare and health informatics, this work

has  immediate  relevance  to  two  communities:  learning  health  systems and  a  growing

international  community  dedicated  to  Mobilizing  Computable  Biomedical  Knowledge

(MCBK)  (https://mobilizecbk.med.umich.edu/).  The  outcomes  of  this  work  resonate  in

clinical contexts, health professions education, healthcare quality improvement, biomedical

and  translational  research  and  population  care.  Our  model  will  also  be  of  interest  to

researchers and practitioners interested in  knowledge science,  including those working

with semantic technologies and other forms of digital knowledge objects.
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